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1ST GEN DAMPENER REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

1st gen dampener (thin rubber end stop opposite end of ball joint)

2nd gen dampener (thick rubber end stop)

337mm 

297mm 

This instruction leaflet guides you how to replace the 1st gen dampeners, to the very latest 3rd generation dampener for the Blark Arm. The 3rd generation
dampener package you received (image to the right), should contain either 3 pcs of dampeners (if you have a Black Arm standard package)  and a M8 washer
or 6 pcs of dampeners (if you have a Black Arm complete package) and 2 pcs of M8 washers.

We removed the springs and the base plate/cheese plate to give you a clearer 
view.  You will also need to remove one of the cheese plate sides next to the tilt 
dampener in order to remove the dampener fully. But the springs can be left as 
is.

Once the old vertical dampener is removed you should have 4 pcs of M4
screws, two stainless steel shafts (one with a longer fat end, and one with a
shorter fat end), two plastic spacers and then depending on your arm you
can have either none, or up to four plastic shims. Depending on the tolerance
between the arm and the dampener joint, these shims can be orange, blue
or transparent. Don’t worry if you dont have any shims. We supplied extras
in one of the zip lock bag with your arm (and we explain the reason for these
later in the guide).

Take the new vertical dampener, and insert the shorter fat end stainless steel 
shaft through the ball bearing on the end, and the longer of the two plastic 
spacers on the other side. On the main tube grip ball joint, insert the longer fat 
end stainless steel shaft through the end were the grip is more offseted and the 
shorter plastic spacer on the other side.

Remove the four M4 screws that grips the vertical dampener by inserting a allen 
tool or similar into the stainless steel shafts that has a hole right through them, to 
keep the screws from spinning when you undo them.

Vertical dampener
(Short rubber on both ends)

Roll dampener
(Main tube grip placed in 90 degree)

Tilt dampener
(no washer in the front of the bearing joint) M8 Washer

Old vertical dampener position

Long fat end shaft

Note! The main cylinder
grip has a offset from center.

Short fat end shaft

Long spacer

Short spacer
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1ST GEN DAMPENER REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

Insert the vertical dampener inside the arm. If you have any play sideways
then insert the shims between the shaft and the spacer, until you have enough
friction so the dampener needs to be squeezed inside the arm.

When tightening the M4 screws, please add some medium or light thread glue 
to the screws. We recommend Loctite 222 or 243.

Again, make sure the dampener sits tight and doesnt move side ways.

Also check the ball bearing end joint, so its tight as well.

The correct/standard placement on the new dampener is like the illustration
above. The adjustment knob should be facing the back of the arm, and the main 
grip ball joint, should be located at the top row of the arm, in the second hole 
from the front, and the ball bearing should be positioned at the furthest back 
hole on the bottom.

IF needed, insert shims between
here (same on the shaft at the bottom).

New vertical dampener position
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1ST GEN DAMPENER REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

For replacing the roll and tilt dampener, you need a wrench size #13 and #10.

One the roll dampener is removed, you can remove the tilt dampener.

Instead of tapping the shaft from the otherside that might damage internal 
threads. Insert a shaft from the roll dampener on the otherwise and screw it 
inwards. This should put enough pressure on the tilt shaft to come out.

The shaft on the tilt dampener is loctited, so it might not want to come out
and be stuck once its moved outside its threaded area (the shaft just keeps on
spinning without moving out).

The shaft on the tilt dampener is loctited, so it might not want to come out
and be stuck once its moved outside its threaded area (the shaft just keeps on
spinning without moving out).

Start by removing the roll dampener, by removing the lock nut and shaft.

Please note roll dampener
position, when placing back the new one!
The locking nut sits in fron of the roll bracket
and the dampener and shaft is sitting on the back
of the roll bracket! Also not the offset of the main
cylinder grip and its direction.
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1ST GEN DAMPENER REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

The same goes for the upper tilt shaft. Once its outside its thread, it probably
just spins around without moving.

Take the new tilt dampener and use the two shorter shafts + the black spacer
ring. The shortest of these shafts goes in the front, and the longer one is for the 
main grip ball joint at the top. Put some loctite on the thread just before 
tightening the shafts.

When inserting the shorter shaft, be sure to have the black spacer on the other 
side of the hexagon. This is to provide exact postioning of the dampener 
against the tilt bracket.

Start by inserting the longer tilt shaft on the ball joint.

Check the ball joint with a allen tool that it can be moved around. They are 
loctited to prevent any unwanted movement inside the joint. But after shipping 
they might become to stiff, so break the seal by moving around the ball just a 
little, and position it back to center (this goes for all dampeners).

Insert one of the roll shafts through it, and tighten it and the tilt shaft will move
out of its socket.

Incorrect! :( Correct! :)
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1ST GEN DAMPENER REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

And then insert the shaft into the ball bearing, place the black spacer ring then 
add some loctite and put back the shaft into the tilt bracket.

First insert one of the shafts into the ball joint and insert it through the roll 
bracket. Put some loctite on the thread and then put on the lock nut.
For the ball bearing, insert the last shaft and then put on the M8 washer on the 
other side of the ball bearing.

On your roll bracket you have four holes (this pre-production one only have 
two). The roll bracket is as standard place on the 2nd most innermost hole but if 
you want the roll dampener to produce more torque, you can insert it into a 
hole further out on the bracket. The more distance = more effective friction 
force.

Now your done!

Tighten down the roll dampener.

For the roll dampener, you now should have two equal long shafts, the two 
locking nuts, and the new M8 washer.



Problem 1: One of the shafts gets stuck when trying to insert them.

Problem 2: The vertical dampener is too tight against the foam.
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1ST GEN DAMPENER REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

Some people ran into some problems when installing the new dampeners. We are collecting problems here and fixes. So if you have any problem, please let us know and 
we update the instructions. There is nothing that can’t be solved!

The older ball bearings had a large tolerance, 
where the new groove ball bearins are a tighter fit. 
Tigher fit is better because then its less play,
but of coruse sometimes, too tight can also be
a problem

Fastest way to trim down a shaft, is by gripping the
shaft with the paper.

And simple use a wrench to rotate the shaft inside
the paper a couple or revolves. 30-60s should be 
enough.

Once you have a snug fit your done!

The difference in tolerance is +-0.02mm and that 
means on some bearings the shaft is very hard to insert. 
Instead of hammering in the shaft and possibly damage 
the bearing, sanding down the shaft is a much better 
solution, and only take a minute! This is also a good way
to cleanupo shafts that have dired up loctite on them!

Using a bit of Emery paper or sand cloth size
300-600 easily trims down the surface.

If your annoyed that the dampener goes into the foam
on the case with the new position. Just take a knife and
cut down the top layer. 

Each layer is glued against  eachother and performing 
this action is easy, since the “triangle” you cut away, 
is easily removed.



The difference in tolerance is +-0.02mm and that 
means on some bearings the shaft is very hard to insert. 
Instead of hammering in the shaft and possibly damage 
the bearing, sanding down the shaft is a much better 
solution, and only take a minute! This is also a good way
to cleanupo shafts that have dired up loctite on them!

Using a bit of Emery paper or sand cloth size
300-600 easily trims down the surface.

Problem 3: I’ve installed all dampeners.. Now the Black arm doesn’t fit well in the case anymore?
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1ST GEN DAMPENER REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS

Some people ran into some problems when installing the new dampeners. We are collecting problems here and fixes. So if you have any problem, please let us know and 
we update the instructions. There is nothing that can’t be solved!

It might happen that the black arm won’t go into the
case easily, after installing the new dampener. This
is because the ring that grips the main tube, is aligned 
after the laser etch on the dampener. 
But sometimes the text isn’t 100% centered, so 
that makes the dampener hit the soft stop too early.

Check the position of the dampener so it sits straight
in the middle. If all is well, you can tighten the screw.
If its leaning towards one side, simply undo the screw
a little and adjust the dampener, and then tighten it
down.

The main cylinder sits in the correct position if the
dampener just barely press against the soft stop on
the dampener.

And the arm itself goes easily into place in the case. If the main
cylinder sits too high up on the dampener, you will limit the
angle downward. 
The correct placement allow the arm to travel +-45 degrees.  

This type of adjustment is also handy to do on tilt and roll 
dampeners, if you for some reason want to limit the stop angle
in one direction!

By loosening the M6 screw on the main cylinder ring
the grip can easily move up and down. In this case
the ring sits too far down, and needs to go up a couple
of mm, close to the logotype.

Slide the dampener downwards a little bit and lock
the screw a little bit so the dampener can’t slide by
itself.

The dampener hits the soft end stop too early,
causing the arm not to reach its highest 45 dewree
position.

This screw allown the ring
to slide up/down on the 
dampener.

The soft stop should not be
squeezed when the Black arm
is packed into the case.


